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Introduction 

• Glint and glare may cause 
unwanted visual impacts 
– Pilots, air-traffic controllers, 

workers, motorists 

• Potential visual impacts  
– Distraction 
– After-image (flash 

blindness) 
– Retinal burn 

Definitions 
 
Glint: Momentary flash of light 
 
Glare:  Continuous source of 
excessive brightness 

Objective 
 
Develop quantified analysis of 
glare to reduce uncertainties 
associated with visual impacts 
of solar power installations 



Overview 

• Introduction 

• Solar Glare 

• Ocular Hazard Metrics 

• Examples of Glare Assessments 



Examples of Glare from Solar Technologies 

Photovoltaics Concentrating Solar Power 

Heliostats and Central Receiver at Sandia Labs, Albuquerque, NM 

Dish Collectors at Sandia Parabolic Trough Collectors at 
Kramer Junction, CA 
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Types of Reflection 

θ θ 

Specular Reflection 

(polished surfaces; 
e.g., mirrors, glass) 

(rough surfaces; e.g., 
receivers, pavement, snow) 

Diffuse Reflection 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Specular reflection has the same reflection angle as incident angle relative to a surface normal.Diffuse reflection has the same radiance in all directions (Watts per unit solid angle per unit projected source area).Actual materials exhibit a combination of the two extremes (e.g., still water is more specular, but choppy water or ice may be diffuse)



Reflectivity 

Mirrors 

(θ) 

Adapted from ACRP Synthesis 28 “Investigating Safety 
Impacts of Energy Technologies on Airports and Aviation” 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Reflectance of materials depends on incidence angle.  Some quotes of solar panels having a reflectivity of less than 5% may not be true at higher incidence angles.
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Retinal Irradiance 
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lens conjunctiva 
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• Need to calculate 
– Power entering eye 

• Function of irradiance at the cornea (front of eye) 
– Subtended angle of glint/glare source 

light source 
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Potential Ocular Impacts 

(0.15 s exposure) 

From Ho et al. (2010, 2011) 

Equations and analysis methods detailed in Ho et al. (2010, 2011) 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Potential impacts of retinal irradiance as a function of subtended source angle for 0.15 s exposure (typical blink response time).  Data for irreversible eye damage is from [1], [10], and [11].  Data for temporary flash blindness (after-image) is from [12], [13], and [14]. Three regions are shown:  (1) potential for permanent eye damage (retinal burn), (2) potential for temporary after-image (flash blindness), and (3) low potential for temporary after-image. If the retinal irradiance is sufficiently large for a given subtended source angle, permanent eye damage from retinal burn may occur [3],[11].  Note that as the subtended source angle increases, the safe retinal irradiance threshold decreases because of the increased size of the retinal image area, and, hence, increased energy applied to the retina.  Brumleve provides a lower threshold for the retinal irradiance corresponding to permanent eye damage using data from [3]:Figure 1.  Potential impacts of retinal irradiance as a function of subtended source angle for 0.15 s exposure (typical blink response time).  Data for irreversible eye damage is from [1], [10], and [11].  Data for temporary flash blindness (after-image) is from [12], [13], and [14]. 	Er,burn = 0.118 / w   for w < 0.118 rad		Er,burn = 1  for w ≥ 0.118 rad	where Er,burn is the retinal burn threshold [W/cm2] and w is the subtended angle [rad].  Below the retinal burn threshold, a region exists where a sufficiently high retinal irradiance may cause temporary flash blindness, which is caused by bleaching (oversaturation) of the retinal visual pigments [3].  When this occurs, a temporary after-image appears in the visual field (e.g., the effect after viewing a camera flash in a dim room).  The size and impact of the after-image in the field of view depends on the size of the subtended source angle[ckho1] .  For a given retinal irradiance, smaller source angles yield smaller after-images, and the potential impact is less.  In Figure 1, data from [12]-[14] were used to fit a lower threshold for potential after-image effects.  In [12]-[14], people were subjected to different source luminances, and their recovery time was recorded.  The minimal retinal irradiance based on the illuminance[1] and subtended source angle that yielded at least one second of after-image is shown in Figure 1.  Error bars represent uncertainty in the pupil diameter (2 – 8 mm) [13],[14] and variability in subject response [12].  A fit corresponding to these data that yielded the minimal retinal irradiances that caused an after-image is as follows:		where Er,flash is the threshold for potential after-image [W/cm2] and w is the subtended source angle [rad].  Values of retinal irradiance below Er,flash have a low potential for after-image impact. Note that, as plotted in Figure 1, a brief direct viewing of the sun (0.15 s) has a high potential for after-image effects, but it has a low potential for permanent eye damage. �[1] The ratio of solar illuminance to solar irradiance at the earth’s surface yields a conversion factor of ~100 lumens/W. [ckho1]Add here the equation for the flash blindness threshold and move the section here.  Add discussion of how the threshold was obtained (fitting the data).  Below this threshold, there is a low potential for after-image effects.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Could get retinal burn with multiple heliostats coming into alignment, or when you are standing within 1 focal length of the receiver.Similar plot for diffuse reflections in paper.
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Web-Based Glare Tool 
www.sandia.gov/glare 
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Glare Example: Heliostat Flyover 

 North 

National Solar Thermal Test Facility 
Albuquerque, NM 
November 10, 2010 

Heliostats aimed in “standby” position 30 m to the east of top of tower 
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Heliostat Glare Analysis 

 

 

 North 

~1.7 km distance 

From Ho (2011) 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Subtended angle is smaller than sun because at this distance (1.7 km), the reflected sun image would be 0.01 rad x 1700 m = 17 m, which would overfill a single 6 m x 6 m heliostat.  However, because adjacent heliostats are focused at the standpoint, the reflection from those heliostats do not necessarily intercept the observer.The irradiance is less because only a portion of the sun image is reflected to the observer due to the reasons stated above.  Thus, the total power entering the eye from the reflected sunlight is less than that from the sun directly.



BLYTHE SOLAR POWER PROJECT 
CALIFORNIA ENERGY COMMISSION SUPPLEMENTAL STAFF ASSESSMENT PART 2 

Glare Assessment Example: 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This Decision contains the Commission’s rationale in determining that theproposed Blythe Solar Power Plant Project (BSPP) will, as mitigated, either haveno significant impacts on the environment and comply with all applicable laws,ordinances, regulations, and standards (LORS), or is required for publicconvenience and necessity and there is no more prudent and feasible means ofachieving such public convenience and necessity. The project may therefore belicensed. Our Decision is based exclusively upon the record established duringthis certification proceeding and summarized in this document. We haveindependently evaluated the evidence, provided references to the record1supporting our findings and conclusions, and specified the measures required toensure that the BSPP is designed, constructed, and operated in the mannernecessary to protect public health and safety, promote the general welfare, andpreserve environmental quality.On August 24, 2009, the California Energy Commission received an Applicationfor Certification (AFC) from the Applicant to construct and operate the BSPP inRiverside County. A Supplement to the AFC was received on October 26, 2009,and deemed adequate at the Energy Commission’s November 18, 2009Business Meeting beginning staff’s analysis of the proposed project. The EnergyCommission has exclusive jurisdiction to license this project and is consideringthe proposal under a review process established by Public Resources Codesection 25540.6.The project is proposed to be located in the California inland desert,approximately eight miles west of the city of Blythe and two miles north of theInterstate-10 freeway in Riverside County, California. The Applicants are seekinga right-of-way grant for approximately 9,400 acres of land administered by theBLM. Construction and operation of the project would disturb a total of about7,030 acres.

http://www.energy.ca.gov/sitingcases/solar_millennium_blythe/documents/index.html


Blythe Airport Glare Analysis 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Specifically, flash blindness could occur in the following four operating configurations:1. Runway 17, Straight-In Approaches – Aircraft making extended straight-inapproaches could be exposed to end loss reflections from the mirror arrays onwinter mornings at distances close enough to cause flash blindness.2. Runway 35 Departures – Pilots making extended straight-out departures andclimbing left turns over BSPP could be subject to reflections from the parabolictroughs through the side window of the aircraft during the turn, if the mirrors weremisaligned with the sun, at distances close enough to cause flash blindnesswhen the sun is high in the southern sky.3. Entry to Runway 35 Pattern and Runway 26 Right Traffic Pattern – Pilots makingclassic entries to the traffic patterns would be flying over BSPP. They would beclose enough to the mirror arrays to suffer flash blindness from reflections spillingto the northwest on winter afternoons when the sun is low on the southwesthorizon and from misaligned mirrors. Pilots would have the flexibility to alter theirheadings on the pattern entry corridors, which could allow them to reduce theintensity of any glare to which they are exposed.It is important to note that there have been no complaints of flash blindness or otheradverse effects from pilots using Daggett airport, which is located next to the SEGS Iand II solar facility. Nevertheless, staff believes that the BSPP solar troughs pose apotential significant adverse impact to pilots at the Blythe Airport and recommendsconditions of certification TRANS-7, TRANS-9, and TRANS-10 to reduce this impact tothe extent feasible.TRANS-7 requires the applicant to take all measures available to ensure that pilots arewarned of the possible presence of glint or glare resulting from the project.TRANS-9 requires the applicant to ensure that the project is built and operated tominimize the creation of glint and glare, including (1) attaching screening at the northend of collector assemblies to minimize the amount of light that spills off the ends; (2)ensuring that the solar arrays are properly aligned to reduce the incidences of glint andglare occurring from misalignment; and (3) bringing the arrays out of stowage beforesunrise and returned to stow after sunset.TRANS-10 requires the applicant to provide complaint forms to the airport to allow anypilots who may experience adverse glint or glare to contact the applicant. The applicantis required to contact the Energy Commission compliance project manager when itreceives such a complaint, investigate whether the project was in fact responsible forthe condition that triggered the complaint, and, if so, fix the source of the complaint.



Blythe Airport Glare Analysis 

Glare Assessment Process: 

1. Identify conditions when glare 
may be visible by pilots 
• Flight patterns, time/date, 

solar plant operations 

2. If glare conditions exists, 
identify potential ocular impact 

3. If glare is likely to cause ocular 
impact, identify mitigation 
measures 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Specifically, flash blindness could occur in the following four operating configurations:1. Runway 17, Straight-In Approaches – Aircraft making extended straight-inapproaches could be exposed to end loss reflections from the mirror arrays onwinter mornings at distances close enough to cause flash blindness.2. Runway 35 Departures – Pilots making extended straight-out departures andclimbing left turns over BSPP could be subject to reflections from the parabolictroughs through the side window of the aircraft during the turn, if the mirrors weremisaligned with the sun, at distances close enough to cause flash blindnesswhen the sun is high in the southern sky.3. Entry to Runway 35 Pattern and Runway 26 Right Traffic Pattern – Pilots makingclassic entries to the traffic patterns would be flying over BSPP. They would beclose enough to the mirror arrays to suffer flash blindness from reflections spillingto the northwest on winter afternoons when the sun is low on the southwesthorizon and from misaligned mirrors. Pilots would have the flexibility to alter theirheadings on the pattern entry corridors, which could allow them to reduce theintensity of any glare to which they are exposed.It is important to note that there have been no complaints of flash blindness or otheradverse effects from pilots using Daggett airport, which is located next to the SEGS Iand II solar facility. Nevertheless, staff believes that the BSPP solar troughs pose apotential significant adverse impact to pilots at the Blythe Airport and recommendsconditions of certification TRANS-7, TRANS-9, and TRANS-10 to reduce this impact tothe extent feasible.TRANS-7 requires the applicant to take all measures available to ensure that pilots arewarned of the possible presence of glint or glare resulting from the project.TRANS-9 requires the applicant to ensure that the project is built and operated tominimize the creation of glint and glare, including (1) attaching screening at the northend of collector assemblies to minimize the amount of light that spills off the ends; (2)ensuring that the solar arrays are properly aligned to reduce the incidences of glint andglare occurring from misalignment; and (3) bringing the arrays out of stowage beforesunrise and returned to stow after sunset.TRANS-10 requires the applicant to provide complaint forms to the airport to allow anypilots who may experience adverse glint or glare to contact the applicant. The applicantis required to contact the Energy Commission compliance project manager when itreceives such a complaint, investigate whether the project was in fact responsible forthe condition that triggered the complaint, and, if so, fix the source of the complaint.



Blythe Airport Glare Analysis 

• Staff Assessment identified 
several scenarios where glare 
may impact pilots 

• Mitigations were proposed 

• Barriers and screens 

• Pilot notification 

• Stow procedures 

• Based on assessment and 
hearings, the Commission 
decided that the project could 
be licensed 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Specifically, flash blindness could occur in the following four operating configurations:1. Runway 17, Straight-In Approaches – Aircraft making extended straight-inapproaches could be exposed to end loss reflections from the mirror arrays onwinter mornings at distances close enough to cause flash blindness.2. Runway 35 Departures – Pilots making extended straight-out departures andclimbing left turns over BSPP could be subject to reflections from the parabolictroughs through the side window of the aircraft during the turn, if the mirrors weremisaligned with the sun, at distances close enough to cause flash blindnesswhen the sun is high in the southern sky.3. Entry to Runway 35 Pattern and Runway 26 Right Traffic Pattern – Pilots makingclassic entries to the traffic patterns would be flying over BSPP. They would beclose enough to the mirror arrays to suffer flash blindness from reflections spillingto the northwest on winter afternoons when the sun is low on the southwesthorizon and from misaligned mirrors. Pilots would have the flexibility to alter theirheadings on the pattern entry corridors, which could allow them to reduce theintensity of any glare to which they are exposed.It is important to note that there have been no complaints of flash blindness or otheradverse effects from pilots using Daggett airport, which is located next to the SEGS Iand II solar facility. Nevertheless, staff believes that the BSPP solar troughs pose apotential significant adverse impact to pilots at the Blythe Airport and recommendsconditions of certification TRANS-7, TRANS-9, and TRANS-10 to reduce this impact tothe extent feasible.TRANS-7 requires the applicant to take all measures available to ensure that pilots arewarned of the possible presence of glint or glare resulting from the project.TRANS-9 requires the applicant to ensure that the project is built and operated tominimize the creation of glint and glare, including (1) attaching screening at the northend of collector assemblies to minimize the amount of light that spills off the ends; (2)ensuring that the solar arrays are properly aligned to reduce the incidences of glint andglare occurring from misalignment; and (3) bringing the arrays out of stowage beforesunrise and returned to stow after sunset.TRANS-10 requires the applicant to provide complaint forms to the airport to allow anypilots who may experience adverse glint or glare to contact the applicant. The applicantis required to contact the Energy Commission compliance project manager when itreceives such a complaint, investigate whether the project was in fact responsible forthe condition that triggered the complaint, and, if so, fix the source of the complaint.



CONCLUSIONS 
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Summary 

• Glint and glare can cause unwanted visual impacts 
– Analytical models and safety metrics have been developed to quantify glint and 

glare from different solar technologies 
– These methods can be used to assess impact of glare near airports 

• Identification and quantification of potential impacts 
will help agencies to develop appropriate mitigations, 
measures, and/or requirements  
– California Energy Commission 
– Air Force 
– FAA  
– Transportation Research Board/ACRP 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This paper has derived analytical equations that estimate the range of distances that can cause permanent eye damage (retinal burn) or temporary flash blindness (after-image) from specular reflections as a function of collector optical characteristics (e.g., focal length, reflectivity, slope error, size), environmental conditions (e.g., direct normal insolation), and observer conditions (e.g., ocular properties, distance to collector).  At sufficiently far distances, the potential for ocular impacts diminishes due to a decreasing subtended angle of the glare source for a given retinal irradiance.  The retinal irradiance is calculated assuming no atmospheric attenuation and depends on the direct normal insolation, mirror reflectivity, slope error (beam divergence angle), and ocular properties (pupil diameter, transmission coefficient, and eye focal length).A web-based tool has also been developed to evaluate glint and glare hazards both analytically and empirically.  The empirical evaluation requires that the user upload digital images in RAW format of the glare source and of the sun (for scaling).  Outputs from the web-based tool include a hazard analysis that indicates if a high potential exists for either permanent eye damage or temporary after-image (flash blindness) from the glare source, normalized irradiance profiles of the glare and sun images, and normalized flux maps. 



BACKUP SLIDES 



Examples of Airports with Solar PV 

• Denver International Airport (8 MW) 

• San Francisco International Airport 
(500 KW) 

• Oakland International Airport (1.7 MW) 

• Fresno Yosemite International Airport 
(2 MW) 

• San Antonio Airport (235 kW) 

• Charlotte Douglas Int. Airport (306 kW) 

Denver International Airport 

Oakland International Airport 



Airports near Concentrating Solar Power Plants 

• Barstow Daggett County Airport 
– Parabolic trough plant (~1 mile away) 
– Power tower (1980’s – 1990’s) 

• Las Vegas International Airport 
– Parabolic trough plant (~15 miles away) 

Barstow Daggett County Airport 
Nevada Solar One (looking SE;  

LV airport is ~15 miles to the NW) 

Trough Plant 

Power Tower (1980 – 1990’s) 

Airport 
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